Chapter 15 General Introduction to Citations

Why do we have citations –

1. To give credit
2. To assure the validity of facts
3. To contextualize your research
4. To help readers follow or extend your research

Use citations when you quote, paraphrase, or use any ideas, concepts, reasoning not your own.

Citations require at the very least three things – the writer, the title, the publisher.

Two basic styles – bibliographical style and parenthetical style

Author-Date Style - (Sciences)

Book - (one author)

[K17.27]

Bibliography:

In-Text:

(Kourik 1998)

Author-Date Style - (Sciences)

Book - (two to three authors)

[K17.27]

Bibliography:

In-Text:

(Flinders and Mills 1993)

Author-Date Style - (Sciences)

Book - (more than three authors)

[17.29]

Bibliography:

In-Text

(Kimble, et al. 2002)

Author-Date Style - (Sciences)

Book - (corporate or organization author)

[17.47]

Bibliography:
Ohio State University. Natural Resources Institute. 1959. A directory of Ohio facilities and services for resource conservation. Columbus: Natural Resources Institute.

In-Text:
**Author-Date Style - (Sciences)**

**Journal Article - (one author)**

[17.156] [17.168]

**Bibliography:**

**In-Text:**
(Terborgh 1974, 720) or (Terborgh 1974)

**Author-Date Style - (Sciences)**

**Journal Article - (two authors)**

[17.168]

**Bibliography:**

**In-Text:**
(Bolzan and Jezek 2000, 280) or (Bolzan and Jezek 2000)

**Author-Date Style - (Sciences)**

**Newspaper Article**
In-Text:

"In an article on rampage killers (New York Times, April 10, 2000), Laurie Goodstein and William Glaberson describe..."

Author-Date Style - (Sciences)

Encyclopedia Article

Bibliography:

[Do not include in Bibliography. Citation is made in running text style as shown in the In Text examples below.]

In-Text:

"In his article on Nebo in the eleventh edition of the Encyclopedia Britannica, Morris Jastrow noted that..."

Author-Date Style - (Sciences)

Electronic Journal or Newspaper Article

[17.12] [17.359]

Bibliography:


In-Text:
Electronic Book

Bibliography:

In-Text:
(Rollin 1998)

Web Site

Bibliography:

In-Text:
(National Geographic 2005)
Other Electronic or Internet Citations

To view other electronic or Internet citations, see:

The OSU Libraries’ net.TUTOR Quick Guide: Citing Net Sources
http://liblearn.osu.edu/tutor/les7/guide.html
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Notes-Bibliography Style - (the Arts, Literature, History)

Book - (one author)

[17.26]
Bibliography:

Footnote:
Valerie Raleigh Yow. Recording oral history: a guide for the humanities and social sciences (Walnut Creek, CA: Alta Mira Press, 2005).
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Notes-Bibliography Style - (the Arts, Literature, History)

Book - (two to three authors)

[17.27]
Bibliography:

Footnote:

**Notes-Bibliography Style - (the Arts, Literature, History)**

**Corporate Author**

[17.47]

Bibliography:


In-Text:

Oberlin College. Mr. and Mrs. C. W. Best Collection of Autographs, in the Mary M. Vial Music Library of the Oberlin College Conservatory of Music (Oberlin, OH: Oberlin College Library, 1967).
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**Journal Article (one author)**

[17.156] [17.168]

Bibliography:


Footnote:

**Journal Article (two authors)**

[17.156] [17.168]

**Bibliography:**

**Footnote:**

---

**Newspaper Article**

[17.188]

**Bibliography:**
[Do not include in Bibliography. Citation is made in running text style as shown in the Footnote example below.]

**Footnote**
"In an article on rampage killers (New York Times, April 10, 2000), Laurie Goodstein and William Glaberson describe..."

---

---
Encyclopedia Article

Bibliography: [Do not include in Bibliography. Citation is made in running text style as shown in the In Text examples below.]

Footnote:

“In his article on Nebo in the eleventh edition of the Encyclopedia Britannica, Morris Jastrow noted that . . .”

Electronic Journal or Newspaper Article

Bibliography:


Footnote:


Electronic Book

Bibliography:

Footnote:


Notes-Bibliography Style - (the Arts, Literature, History)

**Web Site**

[17.356]

**Bibliography:**


Footnote:


Notes-Bibliography Style - (the Arts, Literature, History)

**Other Electronic or Internet Citations**

To view other electronic or Internet citations, see: